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COHERENT SHEAVES ON FORMAL COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS VIA DG LIE
ALGEBRAS
SAM RASKIN
Abstract. We establish a criterion for sheaves on an adically complete DG scheme to be coherent. We
deduce a description of coherent sheaves on an adically complete lci singularity in terms of modules for a
DG Lie algebra.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The aim for this note is to prove a coherence criterion for sheaves on an adically complete scheme.
We fix a ground field k of characteristic zero for the remainder of this note.
1.2. Let us explain what the result says in the case of a complete intersection.
Let Z be a complete intersection over k given as a fiber product:
Z //

X
f

Spec(k)
y
// Y
where f is flat and X and Y are smooth schemes over k. Let z ∈ Z be a closed point and let Ẑ ∈ Sch be
the adic completion of Z along z.
Let Coh(Ẑ) denote the DG category of bounded complexes of coherent sheaves on Ẑ (its corresponding
homotopy category is the triangulated category Db(Coh(Ẑ)♥), the bounded derived category of finitely
generated OẐ -modules). We will give an alternative description of this DG category.
1.3. Recall that for Z any scheme (over k) and iz : z →֒ Z a closed point, the shifted derived fiber
Li∗z(
RTZ [−1]) of the tangent complex RTZ admits a canonical DG Lie algebra (aliases: L∞-algebra, homotopy
Lie algebra) structure.
In the case of a complete intersection as above, the complex gZ,z can be computed very explicitly: it is
just the two step complex in degrees 1 and 2:
TX,z → f
∗(TY,y)
where the differential is the derivative of f . While it is not so clear how to write a formula for the Lie bracket
at the chain level in these terms, one can show that at the level of cohomology the Lie bracket is the classical
Hessian map:
Hess(f) : Sym2
(
Ker(TX,z → f
∗(TY,y))
)
→ Coker(TX,z → f
∗(TY,y)).
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We refer to the appendix for this computation. (In fact, one can show that for a local complete intersection
Z as above, gZ,z is formal, so this computation identifies gZ,z up to a non-canonical equivalence).
Let gZ,z -mod denote the DG category of modules for gZ,z. Given a complex M
•
with the structure of
gZ,z-module, we can take its cohomology H
∗(M) to obtain a graded module for the graded Lie algebra
H∗(gZ,z) = H
1(gZ,z) ⊕H
2(gZ,z). Let gZ,z -modf.g. denote the full DG subcategory of gZ,z -mod where we
ask that H∗(M) be finitely generated over H∗(gZ,z) (equivalently: as a Sym(H
2(gZ,z))-module).
Theorem 1.1. Coh(Ẑ) and gZ,z -modf.g. are canonically equivalent DG categories.
Remark 1.2. Of course, this statement of the theorem is completely coordinate-free: its formulation makes
no reference to X or Y .
1.4. For the remainder of this text, we will work in the setting of derived algebraic geometry as described
e.g. in [G] and in Lurie’s works.
We find it particularly convenient to use the language and notation from [G] and we will follow loc.
cit. in some abuses. In particular, “scheme” will always mean “derived scheme,” “category” will always
mean “∞-category,” (alias: (∞, 1)-category) “DG category” will mean “stable∞-category enriched over k,”
“QCoh(X)” will denote the DG category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X and so on. We use the phrase
“classical scheme” for a scheme in the classical sense, i.e., a derived scheme which is locally the spectrum of
a (usual) commutative ring. We let Xcl denote the classical scheme underlying a (derived) scheme X .
If C is a symmetric monoidal DG category, then by a “Lie algebra in C ” we understand an algebra in C
for the Lie operad. By a “Lie algebra,” we understand a Lie algebra in Vect.
Functors between DG categories will always commute with finite colimits. By a continuous functor, we
understand a functor which commutes with all colimits. For C an ∞-category, we let Ind(C ) denote its
ind-completion, i.e., the ∞-category obtained by freely adding all filtered colimits.
In addition, we impose the requirement that “scheme” mean “separated, quasi-compact (derived) scheme
over k.”
We will also change notation from above: all constructions will be assumed to be derived (so e.g. we will
write i∗ where we wrote Li∗ and we will write TX for the tangent complex of X rather than
RTX).
For C an ∞-category and X,Y ∈ C , we let HomC (X,Y ) denote the space (aliases: homotopy type,
∞-groupoid) of maps in C .
Remark 1.3. One advantage of derived schemes for the above is very transparent: with the notation above,
it allows us to omit the restriction that f : X → Y be flat at the expense that the fiber product Z :=
X ×Y Spec(k) is a derived scheme.
1.5. Let us recall a bit of terminology which is somewhat non-standard.
If C is a DG category with t-structure, we say an objectM ∈ C is connective ifM ∈ C≤0 and coconnective
if M ∈ C≥0 (here and everywhere we use the cohomological indexing). We say M is eventually connective
(alias: bounded above) if M ∈ C− and eventually coconnective (alias: bounded below) if M ∈ C+. For such
C , we let C♥ denote the heart of the t-structure. For example, QCoh(X)♥ denotes the abelian category of
quasi-coherent sheaves on X (which we recall coincides with QCoh(Xcl)♥).
Let Y be a closed subscheme of a scheme X . Recall from [GR1] that the formal completion X∧Y is the
prestack whose S-points are the space of maps S → X such that S ×X (X \ Y ) = ∅. We say that X is
Y -adically complete if the partially-defined left adjoint to the inclusion Sch →֒ PreStk is defined on X∧Y
and the canonical map X∧Y → X realizes X as the value of this functor (and this map as the unit for the
adjunction). If Y →֒ X is a closed embedding of affine Noetherian DG schemes then this partially defined
left adjoint is defined on X∧Y and we call its value the Y -adic completion of X or the adic completion of X
along Y .
We follow [AG] in saying that a scheme X almost of finite type is quasi-smooth if its cotangent complex
is perfect of Tor-amplitude [−1, 0], and more generally we say that f : X → Y is quasi-smooth if f is
almost of finite type and the relative tangent complex is perfect of Tor-amplitude [−1, 0]. For X classical,
this coincides with the usual condition that X is locally a complete intersection. Recall that quasi-smooth
morphisms are Gorenstein (see Section 1.6 for the definition of Gorenstein morphism). We say that X is
smooth if its tangent complex is a vector bundle, i.e., perfect of Tor-amplitude 0; in this case, X is classical
and smooth in the classical sense.
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1.6. Let us recall the format of ind-coherent sheaves from [G].
For any Noetherian scheme X , let Coh(X) denote the full subcategory of QCoh(X) consisting of objects
which are bounded (i.e., eventually connective and eventually coconnective) and have cohomologies which are
finitely generated in QCoh(Xcl)♥. Let IndCoh(X) denote the DG category obtained as the ind-completion
of Coh(X).
There is a canonical functor ΨX : IndCoh(X) → QCoh(X) obtained as the unique continuous functor
inducing the canonical embedding Coh(X) →֒ QCoh(X). We denote this functor by Ψ when there is no risk
for confusion. If X is regular then ΨX is an equivalence, but otherwise it is very non-conservative (i.e., it
sends many objects to 0). This failure for Ψ to be an equivalence exactly measures the difference between
Coh(X) and Perf(X) (the DG category of perfect complexes) and therefore may be understood as measuring
in some sense the singularities of X .
IndCoh(X) carries a unique compactly generated t-structure such that Ψ is t-exact. In fact, Ψ induces
an equivalence on eventually coconnective objects IndCoh(X)+
≃
−→ QCoh(X)+.
It is a relatively minor technical convenience to work with IndCoh(X) instead of Coh(X). For example,
for a map f : X → Y almost of finite type, the functor f ! is naturally defined as a functor f ! : IndCoh(Y )→
IndCoh(X) and generally does not preserve coherent objects: for X and Y of almost finite type, this
condition amounts to being Tor-finite. Working systematically with the ind-completion allows us to ignore
such technical conditions by forcing representability of functors and therefore allows for a more uniform
treatment of the subject.
For f : X → Y a morphism of schemes, recall that f∗ : QCoh(X) → QCoh(Y ) is left t-exact and there-
fore maps eventually coconnective objects to eventually coconnective objects. In particular, f∗(Coh(X)) ⊂
QCoh(Y )+. Therefore, the existence of the t-structure on IndCoh as above implies that there exists a unique
continuous functor f IndCoh∗ : IndCoh(X)→ IndCoh(Y ) such that (ΨY ◦ f
IndCoh
∗ )|Coh(X) = f∗|Coh(X) as func-
tors Coh(X)→ QCoh(Y ). As in [G], f : X → Y is eventually coconnective (e.g., Tor-finite or Gorenstein) if
and only if f IndCoh∗ admits a left adjoint, which we denote f
∗,IndCoh in this case. By definition, f is Gorenstein
if and only if f∗,IndCoh (exists and) differs from f ! by tensoring with a graded (i.e., cohomologically shifted)
line bundle (where IndCoh(X) is regarded as a QCoh(X)-module category in the natural way). Note that
[AG] Appendix E is a comprehensive reference for Gorenstein morphisms, though it contains more precise
results than are needed in this text: we only use the definition and the fact that quasi-smooth morphisms
are Gorenstein.
Finally, we recall from Section 9 of [G] that IndCoh is defined on any prestack locally almost of finite
type.
1.7. We refer to [AG] Section 1 for basic facts about quasi-smooth schemes and to loc. cit. Section 2 or
[L2] Section 2 for Lie algebras in derived algebraic geometry. For the background on ind-schemes we refer
to [GR1] Sections 6-7 and for adic completions we refer to [L3]. Finally, we refer to [G] Sections 1, 3 and 4
for background on ind-coherent sheaves.
1.8. This note is structured as follows. Section 2 contains the formulation and proof of the main result,
Theorem 2.1. Section 3 explains how to deduce the above description of coherent sheaves on the formal
completion of a quasi-smooth DG scheme. The appendix computes the graded Lie algebra associated to a
complete intersection via the Hessian construction.
1.9. Acknowledgements. It is a pleasure to thank Dennis Gaitsgory for many conversations and sugges-
tions about this note and for his encouragement to publish it.
2. Coherent sheaves
2.1. Let X be an affine Noetherian scheme and let i : Y → X be a quasi-smooth closed embedding such
that X is Y -adically complete and Y is almost finite type over k. Let X∧Y denote the formal completion of
X along Y , which by Section [GR1] Section 6 is a prestack locally almost of finite type.
We define the “renormalized” form IndCohren(X
∧
Y ) of IndCoh(X
∧
Y )) to be the ind-completion of the full
subcategory of IndCoh(X∧Y ) of objects F where i
!(F) ∈ Coh(Y ).
Our main result is the following:
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Theorem 2.1. There is a unique equivalence of categories:
IndCoh(X)
≃
−→ IndCohren(X
∧
Y )
compatible with the canonical functors to IndCoh(X∧Y ).
Remark 2.2. The requirement that i be quasi-smooth is not so restrictive in derived algebraic geometry
as in classical algebraic geometry. Indeed, because X is affine Y can be infinitesimally thickened so that
i is quasi-smooth and then the above theorem can be applied (the definition of the subcategory at which
we renormalize having been modified by this procedure). In fact, in Section 3 we will apply exactly this
procedure to the embedding of the closed point of an adically complete quasi-smooth singularity to deduce
Theorem 1.1.
2.2. Consider the following condition for an object F ∈ IndCoh(X) to satisfy:
(∗): F is in the right orthogonal to the subcategory IndCoh(X \Y ) ⊂ IndCoh(X) and i!(F) is coherent.
The main technical result in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following coherence criterion:
Proposition 2.3. F is in Coh(X) if and only if F satisfies (∗).
The proof of Proposition 2.3 will occupy Sections 2.3-2.12.
Proof that Proposition 2.3 ⇒ Theorem 2.1. By [GR1] Section 7, the natural functor IndCoh(X)→ IndCoh(X∧Y )
is an equivalence when restricted to the right orthogonal to IndCoh(X\Y ). Therefore, Proposition 2.3 implies
that it induces an equivalence between Coh(X) and the compact objects in IndCohren(X
∧
Y ) as desired.

2.3. We begin by showing that if F ∈ Coh(X) then it satisfies (∗).
Because i is Gorenstein, i! differs from i∗,IndCoh by tensoring with a graded line bundle. Therefore, we
immediately see the for F ∈ Coh(X), i!(F) ∈ Coh(Y ).
Now the result follows from the following lemma:
Lemma 2.4. If F ∈ Coh(X), then F is in the right orthogonal to IndCoh(X \ Y ).
Proof. We immediately reduce to the case where F ∈ Coh(X)♥. In this case, it is a classical result that
coherence for F implies that F is clasically Y -adically complete, so in particular a countable filtered limit in
QCoh(Y )♥ with surjective structure maps of finitely generated modules set-theoretically supported on Y .
BecauseX is affine, the heart of the t-structure is closed under products. Therefore, any countable limit in
IndCoh(X) (or QCoh(X)) consisting of objects in the heart sits in cohomological degrees [0, 1]. Because the
structure maps in the limit above are surjective and because the limit is countable, the limit in IndCoh(X)
(or QCoh(X)) sits in the heart and coincides with the limit as formed in the heart, i.e., F. This immediately
gives the result.

2.4. It remains to show that if F ∈ IndCoh(X) satisfies (∗), then F ∈ Coh(X). This will be done in Sections
2.5-2.12.
2.5. We begin with the following.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose F ∈ IndCoh(X) is in the right orthogonal to IndCoh(X \ Y ) and i!(F) is in cohomo-
logical degrees ≥ 0. Then F is in cohomological degrees ≥ −1.
Proof. Suppose F′ ∈ IndCoh(X) is in cohomological degrees < −1. It suffices to show Hom(F′,F) = 0. Let
j denote the open embedding X \ Y →֒ X . Since Hom(jIndCoh∗ j
∗,IndCoh(F′),F) = 0, it suffices to show that
Hom
(
Cone(F→ jIndCoh∗ j
∗,IndCoh(F′))[−1],F
)
= 0.
Because Cone(F → jIndCoh∗ j
∗,IndCoh(F′)) is in the left orthgonal to IndCoh(X \ Y ) it suffices to assume F′
itself lies in this left orthgonal and sits in cohomological degrees < 0.
By [GR1] Proposition 7.4.5, this left orthogonal is compactly generated by objects of the form iIndCoh∗ (G)
for G ∈ Coh(Y ). Because the t-structure is compatible with filtered colimits and compact objects are
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preserved under truncations, the intersection between this left orthogonal and IndCoh(X)<0 is compactly
generated by objects G ∈ Coh(Y )<0. Therefore it suffices to show:
Hom(iIndCoh∗ (G),F) = 0
for G ∈ Coh(Y )<0. But this is clear since we assume i!(F) ∈ IndCoh(Y )≥0 and iIndCoh∗ is t-exact.

Corollary 2.6. Suppose F ∈ IndCoh(X) and i!(F) is eventually coconnective in IndCoh(Y ). Then F is
eventually coconnective in IndCoh(X).
2.6. Let X be a prestack locally almost of finite type. We say G ∈ IndCoh(X) is eventually connective with
coherent cohomologies if for any S a DG scheme almost of finite type over k and for any ϕ : S → X the
object ϕ∗(G) ∈ QCoh(S) is eventually connective with coherent cohomologies. Let QCohcoh(X)
− denote the
corresponding (non-cocomplete) DG category.
2.7. Let us recall the following result, which is a special case of [L3] Theorem 5.3.2.
Theorem 2.7. The canonical functor:
QCoh(X)→ QCoh(X∧Y )
induces an equivalence:
QCohcoh(X)
− → QCohcoh(X
∧
Y )
−
between eventually connective objects with coherent cohomologies.
Now suppose we have a sequence:
Y = Y0

 ι0
// Y1

 ι1
// Y2

 ι2
// . . .
is a sequence of closed subschemes of X such that X∧Y = colimn Yn in PreStkNoeth. Let in denote the closed
embedding Yn →֒ X and let ′in denote the canonical map Yn → X∧Y .
In this case, we have the (tautological) equivalence:
QCoh(X∧Y ) = limn
(QCoh(Yn))
the structure maps on the are the functors ι∗n and where the equivalence sends F ∈ QCoh(X
∧
Y ) to the
compatible system {Fn}n where Fn := ′in
∗(F).
With this notation, we immediately see that the right adjoint to the canonical functor:
QCoh(X)→ QCoh(X∧Y ) ≃ limn
(QCoh(Yn))
sends a compatible system {Fn}n to the limit:
lim
n
in,∗(Fn)
(where the structure maps arise via adjunction from the identification of the ∗-restriction Fn+k to Yn with
Fn).
In particular, Theorem 2.7 gives an equivalence given by the same formula between the category limnQCohcoh(Yn)
−
and QCohcoh(X)
− where the notation means “eventually connective objects with coherent cohomologies.”
2.8. Now let us return to the proof of Proposition 2.3. Let us fix F ∈ IndCoh(X) satisfying (∗).
We claim that there exists {Yn} a system of almost finite type closed subschemes of X as in Section
2.7 such that X∧Y = colimn Yn in PreStk and such that i
∗
n(Ψ(F)) is eventually connective with coherent
cohomologies (as before, in denotes the embedding Yn →֒ X).
This will be treated in Sections 2.9-2.11.
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2.9. First, assume that i : Y → X can be presented as a global complete intersection. That is, we assume
that we have a Cartesian square:
Y

// X
f

Spec(k)
0
// A
s.
Then we claim that {Yn} can be chosen so that Y →֒ Yn is a composition of square-zero extensions.
Indeed, define:
Yn := X ×
As
Spec
(
k[X1, . . . , Xs]/(X
n
1 , X
n
2 , . . . , X
n
s )
)
.
By [GR1] Section 6, we have X∧Y = colimYn as desired, and clearly Y →֒ Yn is a composition of square-zero
extensions.
2.10. We continue to assume Y →֒ X is a global complete intersection and we let Yn be as in Section 2.9.
Then it remains to show that i∗n(Ψ(F)) is eventually connective with coherent cohomologies.
Let us fix the integer n for this section. Let G := i∗n(Ψ(F)) and let ι denote the embedding of Y into Yn.
First, note that ι∗(G) ∈ Coh(Y ). Indeed, this coincides with i∗(Ψ(F)) = Ψ(iIndCoh,∗(F)) which lies in
Coh(Y ) because i is Gorenstein (so i! differs from iIndCoh,∗ by tensoring with a graded line bundle) and by
assumption on F.
Now the claim that G ∈ Coh(Yn) follows from the following lemma applied to ι : Y →֒ Yn and G.
Lemma 2.8. Let ι : S →֒ T be a closed embedding of Noetherian schemes which is a composition of square-
zero extensions. If G ∈ QCoh(T ) satisfies ι∗(G) ∈ QCohcoh(S)
− then G ∈ QCohcoh(T )
−.
Proof. We immediately reduce to the case where ι is a square-zero extension. In this case, we have the exact
triangle:
ι∗(I)→ OT → ι∗(OS)
+1
→
where I is a connective OS-module with coherent cohomologies. This gives the exact triangle:
ι∗(I) ⊗
OT
G = ι∗(I ⊗
OS
ι∗(G))→ G → ι∗(OS) ⊗
OT
G = ι∗(ι
∗(G))
+1
→
immediately implying the result.

2.11. Now let us complete the proof of the claim from Section 2.8 in the general case, i.e., when i is not
assumed to be a global complete intersection.
First, recall from [GR1] Section 6 that there exists some {Yn} with colimn Yn = X∧Y . In fact, we claim
that for any such choice of Yn we have the desired property, i.e., satisfy i
∗
n(Ψ(F)) ∈ QCohcoh(Yn)
−.
Indeed, note that this statement is e´tale local on X . Therefore, we can assume that i is given as a complete
intersection. Then, as above, we can choose a sequence {Y ′m} such that for each i
′
m : Ym →֒ X we have
i′∗m(Ψ(F)) ∈ QCohcoh(Ym)
− and colimm Y
′
m = X
∧
Y .
But since the map in : Yn →֒ X factors through X∧Y , it must factor through some Y
′
m. Therefore, i
∗
n(Ψ(F))
is obtained by ∗-restriction from some i′∗m(Ψ(F)) and since this lies in QCohcoh(Ym)
− we obtain the desired
result.
2.12. Now we deduce Proposition 2.3. Let {Yn} be as in Section 2.8.
Suppose F ∈ IndCoh(X) satisfies (∗). Because F lies in the right orthogonal to IndCoh(X \Y ), we see that
Ψ(F) lies in the right orthogonal to QCoh(X \ Y ) and therefore is Y -adically complete, i.e., the morphism:
Ψ(F)→ lim in,∗i
∗
n(Ψ(F))
is an equivalence. By Section 2.8 we have i∗n(Ψ(F)) ∈ QCohcoh(Yn)
−. Therefore, by Section 2.7 we see that
Ψ(F) ∈ QCohcoh(X)
−. But by Corollary 2.6 we know that Ψ(F) is eventually coconnective in QCoh(X),
giving the desired result.
3. The quasi-smooth case
3.1. In this section, we deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.1.
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3.2. Let us recall some facts about Lie algebras in derived algebraic geometry.
Let Z be a DG scheme almost of finite type over k and let z ∈ Z be a closed point. Let gZ,z be the
corresponding Lie algebra. Then by [L2] there is an equivalence: IndCoh(Z∧z ) ≃ gZ,z -mod such that the
diagram:
IndCoh(Z∧z ) //
i!
z
&&▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
gZ,z -mod
yyss
ss
ss
ss
s
Vect
commutes (here gZ,z -mod→ Vect is the canonical forgetful functor).
Remark 3.1. Since iIndCohz,∗ (k(z)) is a compact generator for IndCoh(Z
∧
z ), this theorem amounts to a calcua-
tion of End(iz,∗(k(z))).
3.3. Suppose Z is a quasi-smooth scheme over k and let z ∈ Z be a closed point. Let Ẑ denote the adic
completion of Z at z. As in the introduction, let gZ,z -modf.g. denote the full subcategory of gZ,z -mod
consisting of objects M such that H∗(M) is finitely generated over H∗(gZ,z), i.e., over Sym(H
2(gZ,z)).
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 3.2. There is an equivalence of categories:
IndCoh(Ẑ) ≃ gZ,z -modren := Ind(gZ,z -modf.g.).
Remark 3.3. One can deduce similar equivalences for some related categories of sheaves.
More precisely, let gZ,z -modf.d. denote the full subcategory of gZ,z -mod consisting of modules M such
that as a mere vector space M is bounded cohomologically with finite dimensional cohomologies and let
gZ,z -modperf denote the category of gZ,z-modules compact in gZ,z -mod. Let gZ,z -modf.d./perf denote
gZ,z -modf.d. ∩gZ,z -modperf .
Then we have equivalences QCoh(Ẑ) ≃ Ind(gZ,z -modf.d.) and QCoh(Z∧z ) ≃ Ind(gZ,z -modf.d./perf ).
Indeed, by Theorem 3.2 the former equivalence amounts to the claim that F ∈ Coh(Ẑ) lies in Perf(Ẑ) if and
only if i!z(F) is bounded with finite dimensional cohomologies. Let Ξ denote the left adjoint to Ψ. Then the
claim follows because we have:
i!z(F) = i
∗
z(Ψ(F))⊗ i
!
z(Ξ(OẐ ))
and i!z(Ξ(OẐ)) is a shifted line because Ẑ is Gorenstein. This equivalence can also been seen directly from
Lurie’s theorem describing gZ,z -mod (i.e., without appeal to Theorem 2.1) by using the picture from [GR1]
Section 7 realizing IndCoh(Z∧z ) as ind-coherent sheaves on Z set-theoretically supported at z, or less directly
(but fundamentally by the same argument) by using the theory of singular support as developed in [AG].
These equivalences identify the following diagrams:
Ind(gZ,z -modf.d./perf )
uu❥❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
((❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
QCoh(Z∧z )
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq Ξ
Z∧
z
''❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
Ind(gZ,z -modf.d.)
))❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
gZ,z -mod
vv♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
QCoh(Ẑ)
Ξ
Ẑ
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
IndCoh(Z∧z )
ww♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣
gZ,z -modren IndCoh(Ẑ).
Here QCoh(Z∧z ) → QCoh(Ẑ) is the left adjoint to the canonical ∗-restriction functor and IndCoh(Z
∧
z ) →
IndCoh(Ẑ) is the left adjoint to the canonical !-restriction functor.
3.4. We will need the following result:
Lemma 3.4. Suppose A is an E∞-algebra (without any co/connectivity assumptions). Suppose that H
∗(A) is
concentrated in even degrees (i.e., A has no non-vanishing odd cohomology groups) and that the commutative
algebra H∗(A) = ⊕n∈ZH2n(A) is a regular (in particular, Noetherian) ring. Finally, suppose that every
graded-projective module over H∗(A) is graded-free. Then an object M ∈ A -mod is perfect if and only if
H∗(M) is finitely generated over H∗(A).
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Remark 3.5. In the setting of a (non-super) commutative Z-graded ring B = ⊕Bi it is not so terribly
uncommon for every finitely generated graded-projective module to be graded-free. E.g., it holds if B is
Noetherian, Bi = 0 for i < 0 (or i > 0) and B0 is a field.
Proof. First, let us show that ifM is perfect, then H∗(M) is finitely generated overH∗(A). Clearly the result
holds for M = A and is preserved under direct summands. Therefore, it suffices to show that if f :M →M ′
is a morphism where H∗(M) and H∗(M ′) are finitely generated over H∗(A), then H∗(Cone(f)) is finitely
generated as well. We have a short exact sequence:
0→ Coker(H∗(f))→ H∗(Cone(f))→ Ker(H∗+1(f))→ 0
and therefore the result follows immediately from the Noetherian assumption.
Now suppose that H∗(M) is finitely generated over H∗(A): we need to show that M is perfect. We
will proceed by descending induction on the homological dimension of H∗(M) in the category of graded
H∗(A)-modules (recall that if B is a graded Noetherian ring which is regular as a (non-graded) ring then its
category of graded modules has finite homological dimension as well). Because H∗(M) is a finitely generated
graded module, we can choose a map ǫ : ⊕ni=1A[ri] → M inducing a surjection ⊕
n
i=1H
∗+ri(A) ։ H∗(M).
Then we claim that the homological dimension of H∗(Cone(ǫ)) as an H∗(A)-module is strictly less than the
homological dimension of H∗(M). Indeed, we have the short exact sequence:
0→ H∗(Cone(ǫ))→ ⊕ni=1H
∗+ri(A)→ H∗(M)→ 0.
By induction, this reduces us to the case of homological dimension zero.
In this case, by assumption the module H∗(M) is graded-free. As above, we choose a basis of H∗(M) to
obtain ⊕ni=1A[ri] → M inducing an isomorphism at the level of cohomology, i.e., such that the map is an
equivalence.

3.5. Now let us prove Theorem 3.2.
The problem is Zariski local on Z and therefore we may assume Z is given as a global complete intersection
with U and V smooth:
Z //

U

Spec(k)
iv
// V
This defines the quasi-smooth closed embedding:
ϕ : G := Spec(k)×
V
Spec(k)→ Z.
By Theorem 2.1 and Section 3.2, it suffices to show F ∈ IndCoh(Z∧z ) satisfies ϕ
!(F) ∈ Coh(G ) if and only
if H∗(i!z(F)) is finitely generated over H
∗(gZ,z).
By Section 3.2, we have the equivalences
IndCoh(Z∧z )
≃
−→ gZ,z -mod
IndCoh(G ∧z ) = IndCoh(G )
≃
−→ gG ,z -mod = Sym(TV,v[−2]) -mod
so that the functor ϕ! corresponds to the restriction along the canonical map TV,v[−2] → gZ,z . Therefore,
we see that ϕ!(F) ∈ Coh(G ) if and only if i!z(F) is perfect in TV,v[−2] -mod. By Lemma 3.4, this is equivalent
to asking that H∗(i!z(F)) be finitely generated over H
∗(Sym(TG ,z[−2]))(= Sym(TV,v) where generators sit in
degree 2).
But since H1(TG ,z) = TV,v → H
1(TZ,z) is a surjection, we see that this condition is equivalent to asking
that H∗(i!z(F)) is finitely generated over Sym(H
1(TZ,z)), as desired.
4. Appendix: Hessian calculations
4.1. In this appendix, we assume a good formalism of Lie algebroids in derived algebraic geometry. Such
a theory has not yet been written down but will appear in Gaitsgory-Rozenblyum [GR2]. We will state the
principal constructions we need from the theory in Section 4.6.
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4.2. Let f : X → Y be a map between smooth schemes and let TX/Y ∈ Perf(X) be its tangent complex.
This is a Lie algebroid on X , so in particular TX/Y [−1] is equipped with a natural structure of Lie algebra in
QCoh(X) (this follows from the formal groupoid picture for Lie algebroids by an analysis as in [AG] Section
2).
In this appendix, we will explain how to to explicitly compute the corresponding graded Lie algebra (in
the “super” sense) H∗(TX/Y [−1]) in QCoh(X)
♥.
More generally, suppose S is a classical scheme and x ∈ X(S). Then the symmetric monoidal functor
x∗ : QCoh(X)→ QCoh(S) gives a Lie algebra structure on x∗(TX/Y [−1]) in QCoh(S). We will compute the
corresponding graded Lie algebra H∗(x∗(TX/Y [−1])) in QCoh(S)
♥.
This graded Lie algebra has non-zero graded components only in degrees 1 and 2 (because S was assumed
classical) and therefore its bracket is encoded entirely by a map:
Sym2(H0(x∗(TX/Y )))→ H
1(x∗(TX/Y )).
in QCoh(S)♥.
4.3. Let df |x denote the map x∗(TX)→ x∗f∗(TY ) obtained by applying x∗ to the differential of f .
Recall that in addition to df |x, we have the classical Hessian map (alias: second derivative):
Hessx(f) : Sym
2(H0(x∗(TX/Y ))) = Sym
2(Ker(df |x))→ Coker(df |x) = H
1(x∗(TX/Y )).
(We will review the construction of the Hessian in Section 4.5).
We will show the following:
Proposition 4.1. The Lie bracket Sym2(H0(x∗(TX/Y )))→ H
1(x∗(TX/Y )) coincides with the Hessian.
4.4. Before proving the proposition, we note that this computes “explicitly” the graded Lie algebras asso-
ciated to the classical points of a global complete intersection.
Indeed, let y ∈ Y be a closed point and let Z be the derived fiber product of f over y. Let z be an S-point
of Z where S is a classical scheme. We abuse notation by denoting the corresponding S-point of X also by
z. Therefore, we have the diagram:
S
z
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
z
**❯❯
❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯
❯❯❯
Z
i
//
pZ

X
f

Spec(k(y))
y
// Y.
Let z be an S-point of Z where S is a classical scheme (this is the same as an S-point of Zcl). We abuse
notation denoting the corresponding S-point of X also by z.
Observe that we have the natural morphisms:
H0(z∗(TZ))
z∗(di)
−→ H0(Ker(df |z)) ⊂ H
0(z∗(TX))
H0(z∗p∗Z(TY,y)) = H
0(z∗f∗(TY ))→ H
0(Coker(df |z))→ H
1(z∗f∗(TZ))
coming from the exact triangle:
z∗TZ = z
∗(TX/Y ) // z
∗(TX) // z
∗(TY )
by taking cohomology.
Composing these maps with i∗(Hess(f)), we obtain a map:
Sym2(H0(z∗(TZ)))→ H
1(z∗(TZ)).
By Proposition 4.1, this map coincides with the Lie bracket on the graded Lie algebra H∗(z∗(TZ [−1])) in
QCoh(S)♥.
Indeed, this follows because symmetric monoidal functor i∗ induces an equivalence of Lie algebras in
QCoh(Z):
i∗(TX/Y [−1])
≃
−→ TZ [−1].
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4.5. Next, we recall the construction of the Hessian Hessx(f) of the map f : X → Y for x ∈ X(S).
Let DX denote the sheaf of differential operators on X and let F· be the usual filtration of DX by order
of the differential operator, and similarly for Y . Recall that there is the canonical morphism DX → f∗(DY )
of filtered DX -modules inducing Sym
•
(df) on the associated graded.
We obtain a commutative diagram in QCoh(X)♥ where the rows are exact:
0 // TX //
df

F2DX/F0DX //

Sym2(TX) //
Sym2(df)

0
0 // f∗(TY ) // f
∗(F2DY /F0DY ) // Sym
2 f∗(TY ) // 0.
Applying x∗, we obtain a similar commutative diagram in QCoh(S)♥:
0 // x∗(TX) //
df |x

x∗(F2DX/F0DX) //

x∗(Sym2(TX)) //
Sym2(df |x)

0
0 // x∗f∗(TY ) // x
∗f∗(F2DY /F0DY ) // Sym
2 x∗f∗(TY ) // 0.
By definition, the Hessian is obtained by composing the boundary morphism:
Ker(Sym2(df |x))→ Coker(df |x)
with the tautological map:
Sym2(Ker(df |x))→ Ker(Sym
2(df |x)).
Remark 4.2. Suppose X = An and Y = Am and let f = (f1, . . . , fm). Then Hess(f) = HessidX (f) naturally
factors in the obvious way through the map:
Sym2(TX) = Sym
2(OX [∂1, . . . , ∂n])→ f
∗(TY ) = OX [∂
′
1, . . . , ∂
′
m]
defined by the classical formula:
∂i · ∂j 7→
m∑
k=1
∂2fj
∂xj∂xi
· ∂′j .
Remark 4.3. We note that the Hessian may be also be defined via the dual description of infinitesimal
neighborhoods of the diagonal in place of differential operators.
4.6. Proposition 4.1 is based on two “standard” compatibilities (which probably lack a reference presently).
First, suppose that L is a Lie algebra in a “nice” symmetric monoidal DG category C (here “nice” means
admitting all colimits and the tensor product commutes with colimits in each variable). Let C(L) be the
(homological) Chevalley complex of L and let F· denote the canonical filtration on C(L). Then Gr
F
i (C(L))
canonically identifies with Symi(L[1]), so in particular we obtain a canonical map:
Λ2(L) := Sym2(L[1])[−2]→ L
as from the corresponding filtration of Cone
(
F0C(L)→ F2C(L)
)
. This map coincides (i.e., is homotopical)
with the Lie bracket for L.
Second, let T be a scheme and let L be an algebroid in Perf(T ) ⊂ QCoh(T ). Then L[−1] carries a natural
structure of Lie algebra in QCoh(T ). With respect to this structure, the Chevalley complex C(L[−1])
naturally coincides as a filtered coalgebra in QCoh(T ) with the enveloping algebroid U(L).
4.7. With these preliminaries, Proposition 4.1 follows by the following diagram chase.
Let U(TX/Y ) denote the enveloping algebroid of TX/Y , which we regard as a mere filtered object of
QCoh(X). We have a commutative diagram where all maps are compatible with filtrations and ǫ is the
augmentation:
U(TX/Y ) //
ǫ

U(TX)

DX

OX // f∗(U(TY )) f∗(DY ).
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Indeed, it suffices to show that OX → f∗(DY ) is a morphism of TX/Y -modules. To see this, note that
OY → DY is a map of modules for the trivial algebroid on OY and that TX/Y is the algebroid pull-back of
the trivial algebroid.
In particular, the natural morphism:
Cone
(
OX = F0U(TX/Y )→ U(TX/Y )
)
→ f∗(DY /F0DY )
is canonically trivialized and therefore we obtain a natural filtered map:
Cone(F0U(TX/Y )→ U(TX/Y )
)
→ Cone
(
DX/F0DX → f
∗(DY /F0DY )
)
[−1].
Thus, we obtain the commutative diagram between exact triangles:
TX/Y //
id

Cone(F0U(TX/Y )→ F2U(TX/Y )
)

// Sym2(TX/Y )

TX/Y // Cone
(
F2DX/F0DX → f∗(F2DY /F0DY )
)
[−1] // Cone
(
Sym2(TX)
Sym2(df)
−→ Sym2(f∗(TY ))
)
[−1]
We deduce a natural commutative diagram:
Sym2(TX/Y ) //

TX/Y [1]
id

Cone
(
Sym2(TX)
Sym2(df)
−→ Sym2(f∗(TY ))
)
[−1] // TX/Y [1].
By Section 4.6, the composition is equal (i.e., homotopic) to the Lie bracket.
Applying x∗ and passing to cohomology, we obtain the commutative diagram:
Sym2(H0(x∗(TX/Y ))) //
≃

H0(Sym2(x∗(TX/Y ))) //

H1(x∗(TX/Y ))
≃

Sym2(Ker(df |x)) // Ker(Sym
2(df |x)) // Coker(df |x)
By definition, the composition of the bottom row computes Hessx(f). Moreover, as above, the composition
of the top row computes the Lie bracket at the level of cohomology. This completes the computation.
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